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The Sparse Nonlinear Optimizer profile, or SNOPT, is a tool that allows STK users, 

specifically in Astrogator, to minimize and maximize objectives. There are a number of key 

takeaways in regards to how SNOPT functions in STK. The first one involves the Decision Variable 

section. The lower and upper bounds of a variable can be changed if the user wants to limit the 

freedom SNOPT has to find a solution. The next takeaway explains how to minimize and maximize 

problem constraints and objectives, which is done in each goal section shown in the results 

window. Another key piece of information involves when to change the Iteration and Tolerance 

values. These values can be changed depending on whether or not the user desires a more accurate 

solution, or for the optimizer to converge faster. Further SNOPT option customization can be done 

through the use of a specifications file. This file is used to change any number of the SNOPT profile 

options, and a very helpful case is to customize the log by changing the print and summary settings. 

There are also a number of general tips and tricks involving ways to improve performance and 

convergence. These tips involve how to use the differential corrector to locally optimize, how to 

scale variables and constraints, how to bound variables and constraints, and how to change 

iteration and tolerance values. All of this information is demonstrated in a mission to the Moon. 

The goal of this scenario was to optimize different mission parameters, and for this specific case, 

those objectives were to minimize the total delta-v and to minimize the travel time to the Moon. 

Under the specific bounds and constraints that were applied to the problem, SNOPT was able to 

save roughly 61 m/sec of delta-v, and decrease the trip duration by almost 43 hours. Future 

research can be done in order to investigate how the SNOPT profile runs under different 

propagators, as well as targeting different constraints and variables. This information would be 

beneficial to STK users because it would allow for a deeper understanding on which constraints 

work better under specific conditions.  
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1. Introduction 

 The Sparse Nonlinear Optimizer profile, or SNOPT, is a tool that allows STK users, 

specifically in Astrogator, to minimize and maximize objectives. SNOPT was introduced into 

STK in order to provide a powerful optimization solution that can be applied across the domain 

of space operation and mission planning. SNOPT separates itself from other optimizers because 

it is able to handle both linear and nonlinear functions. SNOPT uses a sequential quadratic 

programming algorithm that obtains search directions from quadratic programming sub 

problems. A Langrangian function is then reduced along each search direction to determine 

convergence. The mathematics and programming behind SNOPT is extensive, and the 

information presented above is just a small portion of the complex calculation process. While 

this knowledge is useful in terms of understanding how SNOPT operates in the background, the 

goal of this paper is to provide STK users with a guide to demonstrate how SNOPT functions 

within Astrogator specifically. Ever since SNOPT was introduced into STK, the AGI team has 

been gathering feedback, both internal and external, on a number of topics. These topics cover a 

variety of concepts including how to setup a SNOPT targeting profile, how to customize SNOPT 

options, how to interpret the iteration log, and general tips and tricks to improve performance 

and convergence. All of these concepts, and more, are developed, explored, and integrated into 

an example STK scenario focused on the optimization of a lunar mission.  
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2. STK Use Case 

2.1 SNOPT Targeting Profile  

 SNOPT optimization is applied in STK through the use of targeting profiles, which are 

found in target sequences in Astrogator. There are plenty of targeting profiles to choose from, 

and SNOPT is one of the profiles used to optimize a mission. Inside of the SNOPT profile, there 

are five different tabs along the top of the window. These are the Variables, Options, Log, 

Graphs and Scripting tabs. A summary for the Variables, Options and Log tabs is provided 

below, which includes a key takeaway for each section, while a more in depth description of 

each piece of information, including the Graphs and Scripting tabs, can be found on the SNOPT 

Profile help page at help.agi.com. 

 

2.1.1 Variables 

 This tab is where any Decision Variables (Controls), and Objectives and Constraints 

(Results), are fully defined. There needs to be at least one Decision Variable and one Objective in 

a SNOPT targeting profile in order for it to run properly. For each Decision Variable, the following 

information is displayed: Use, Name, Initial Value, Current Value, Lower Bound, Upper Bound, 

Object, Custom Display Unit, Display Unit, and below, the Scaling Value. In summary, some of 

the information is only for display, but some of it can be changed. The user can activate or 

deactivate each variable, change the lower and upper bounds, and change the display unit and 

current value. The information that is display-only includes the name, object, and the initial values.  

The key takeaway for the Decision Variable section has to deal with the upper and lower 

bounds. These values should be changed if the user wants to limit the freedom SNOPT has to 

complete the mission. One example would be to place an upper bound on a delta-v magnitude 

control if a minimum time is desired. Another instance would be to place bounds on a launch epoch 

if a mission has a specific launch window. 

For each Objective and Constraint, the following information is displayed: Use, Object, 

Name, Current Value, Goal, Weight, Lower Bound, Upper Bound, Custom Display Unit, Display 

Unit, and below, the Scaling Value. In summary, some of the information is only for display, but 

some of it can be changed. The user can activate or deactivate each result, change the goal and 

Figure 1: Decision Variables (Controls) Window 

http://help.agi.com/stk/11.4.0/Content/gator/ab-SNOPTprofile.htm?tocpath=Getting%20Started%7CBuild%20a%20Scenario%7CAdd%20STK%20Objects%7CObject%20Properties%7CSatellites%7CAstrogator%7CMCS%20Segments%7CTarget%20Sequence%7C_____2#Var
http://help.agi.com/stk/11.4.0/Content/gator/ab-SNOPTprofile.htm?tocpath=Getting%20Started%7CBuild%20a%20Scenario%7CAdd%20STK%20Objects%7CObject%20Properties%7CSatellites%7CAstrogator%7CMCS%20Segments%7CTarget%20Sequence%7C_____2#Var
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weight, change the lower and upper bounds, and change the display unit. The information that is 

display-only includes the object, name, and the current value.  

The key takeaway for the Objective and Constraint section has to deal with the goal and 

weight information. The default setting for the goal is bound, which allows you to change the 

upper and lower bounds. If the goal is changed to minimize, SNOPT will ignore the bounds, and 

change the controls, in order to make the selected result as small as possible. In order to maximize 

a result, the weight needs to be changed from 1 to -1.   

 

2.1.2 Options 

 This tab is where SNOPT options are set. The most common options, Iteration Limits and 

Tolerances, can be changed in the options tab, while the entire set of options can be changed 

through a SNOPT option specifications file. For the Iteration Limits and Tolerances options, the 

following settings can be changed: Maximum major iterations, Major feasibility tolerance, Major 

optimality tolerance, Maximum minor iterations, Minor feasibility tolerance, and Minor optimality 

tolerance. All of these allow for the user to customize the iterative process that SNOPT undergoes. 

The key takeaway for the Iteration Limits and Tolerances has to deal with when to change 

the option values. If the user desires an extremely accurate solution, and is willing to wait for a 

longer amount of time, then the iteration values can be increased, and the tolerance values should 

Figure 2: Objectives and Constraints (Results) Window 

Figure 3: Iteration Limits and Tolerances Window 
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be decreased. If the user does not want to wait for a longer amount of time, and is willing to 

sacrifice accuracy for speed, then the iteration values can be decreased, and the tolerance values 

should be increased. The value for both iterations and tolerances is dependent on the problem the 

user is trying to solve, and if one set of values is not providing good enough answers, or is not 

converging, then they can always be changed to better suit the problem at hand.  

The Iteration Limits and Tolerances section allows the user to change the most common 

settings, but a SNOPT option specifications file can change all of SNOPT’s options. A sample file, 

which contains all of the possible options, and their default values, can be found in the published 

SNOPT manual starting on page 63. The entire list of possible options, along with their 

descriptions, can be found starting on page 68 of the SNOPT manual.  

The key takeaway for the SNOPT option specifications file has to deal with how and why 

an options file would be used. A specifications file starts with the keyword Begin, and stops with 

the keyword End. It is written in free-format, with each line specifying a single option. Any line 

with an asterisk (*) signifies a comment. The file can include any number of options that the user 

desires, so the sample file from the manual can be shortened significantly if a user is only interested 

in a few options. If a user wants to customize further, these files provide many options that can 

tailor SNOPT to a user’s specific needs. In terms of STK specifically, the default values in the 

sample file are used every time SNOPT is run, unless an options file is used that changes those 

values. These default settings are not shown in the options tab because generally the only values 

that need to be changed are the iteration and tolerance values. A beneficial reason to use the 

specifications file would be to shorten and user specify the Log. An example of this is provided in 

the key takeaway information in the Log section.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4: Beginning of Sample Specifications File from SNOPT Manual  

http://www.sbsi-sol-optimize.com/manuals/SNOPT%20Manual.pdf
http://www.sbsi-sol-optimize.com/manuals/SNOPT%20Manual.pdf
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2.1.3 Log 

This tab is where the SNOPT iteration log is displayed. The log is made up of Print and 

Summary files, which are generated internally by SNOPT when it is run. When SNOPT is using 

the default specification options, there are six key features of the log that can be easily identified. 

The first important piece of the default log is the Parameters section. This section displays all of 

the specification options, and their values, that were used by SNOPT.  

The second important section of the default log is the Matrix Statistics section. This section 

displays the number of nonlinear constraints, nonlinear variables, linear constraints, and linear 

variables, along with other matrix information.  

Figure 5: Parameters Section of Log with Default Specification Values  

Figure 6: Matrix Statistics Section of Log with Default Specification Values  
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The third important section of the default log is the Major Iteration Log section. This 

section displays information regarding the step size, feasibility, and optimality, as a function of 

cumulative minor iterations. The Major Iteration Log section, and all of the labels and values, are 

described in full detail on page 86 of the SNOPT manual.  

The fourth important section of the default log is the Exit Summary section. This section 

provides the SNOPT exit condition and information, as well as the number of iterations and the 

value of the objective. The Exit Summary section of the log, and all of the labels and values, are 

described in full detail on page 94 of the SNOPT manual.  

The fifth important section of the default log is the Constraints section. This section 

displays information regarding the state, value, and upper and lower bounds of the constraints in 

the problem. The Constraints section of the log, and all of the labels and values, are described in 

full detail on page 99 of the SNOPT manual.  

Figure 7: Major Iteration Log Section with Default Specification Values  

Figure 8: Exit Summary Section of Log with Default Specification Values  

http://www.sbsi-sol-optimize.com/manuals/SNOPT%20Manual.pdf
http://www.sbsi-sol-optimize.com/manuals/SNOPT%20Manual.pdf
http://www.sbsi-sol-optimize.com/manuals/SNOPT%20Manual.pdf
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The sixth important section of the default log is the Variables section. This section displays 

information regarding the state, value, and upper and lower bounds of the variables in the problem. 

The Variables section of the log, and all of the labels and values, are described in full detail on 

page 101 of the SNOPT manual.  

The key takeaway for the Log section has to deal with how to customize the log using a 

SNOPT option specifications file. As previously mentioned, all six of the important sections are 

included in the log because the default specifications option file has included them. It is very 

possible for a user to create a log that displays user specified information, which is done by creating 

a custom options file. A sample custom options file is shown (Figure 11), which can be used to 

toggle the six important sections on and off. If this file 

was used as is in the options tab, the Exit Summary, 

Constraints, and Variables would all be displayed in the 

log, while the Major Iteration Log, Parameters, and 

Matrix Statistics would not be displayed. This is 

because the three sections that would not displayed are 

embedded in the Major print level function, which has 

a value of zero, while the Constraints and Variables are 

embedded in the Solution function. The Exit Summary is always displayed unless a Print file 

function is called with a zero value. In that case, the Exit Summary is not displayed, and the entire 

log will be empty. In order to only display the Exit Summary, the Major print level function value 

needs to be zero, and the Solution function needs to be No. If the user changed the Major print 

level function value to 1, while the Solution function was Yes, then all six important sections will 

be displayed. If the Major print level function value is changed to 1, and the Solution function is 

changed to No, then only the Parameters, Matrix Statistics, Major Iteration Log, and Exit Summary 

sections will be displayed.   

 

 

 

Figure 9: Constraints Section of Log with Default Specification Values  

Figure 10: Variables Section of Log with Default Specification Values  

Figure 11: Sample Custom Option Specification File 

http://www.sbsi-sol-optimize.com/manuals/SNOPT%20Manual.pdf
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2.2 Tips and Tricks 

2.2.1 Local Optimality 

 The SNOPT targeting profile is built to find locally optimal solutions. This means that 

SNOPT will work best if it is trying to optimize a trajectory that has already been calculated. One 

way to do this in STK is to first run a target sequence using the Differential Corrector targeting 

profile. This will provide a SNOPT profile with a known trajectory, and it can then begin to 

optimize that specific solution. If a SNOPT profile is run on its own, it will be much more difficult 

to converge unless the initial values are very close to a possible solution.  

2.2.2 Constraints 

 SNOPT runs better if there are more constraints. The more constraints that a user has 

defined, the easier it is for SNOPT to converge to a solution. This is because the number of possible 

solutions is decreased, meaning SNOPT has less room to search for the most optimal solution. 

There is no limit to the number of constraints that a user can include in a SNOPT targeting profile, 

so a user should always try to include as many constraints as possible. 

 Another way that has been shown to decrease convergence time is to bind each constraint 

to target one value. This is done by setting the lower and upper bounds equal to each other. If a 

SNOPT profile has difficulty converging, then the user should go to the options tab and increase 

the tolerance values instead of changing the constraint bounds. If the bounds are changed, then 

SNOPT will have a wider range of values to test, leading to a longer amount of time. If the 

tolerance values are changed, SNOPT will only target the desired value, and will converge when 

the solution is within those tolerance values. 

Figure 12: Optimization Setup in Target Sequence Profile Window 
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2.2.3 Major vs. Minor 

 The SNOPT profile uses two different iteration variants in order to find solutions. These 

are the major iterations and the minor iterations, which are covered in the Options section. The 

major iterations generate a sequence of iterates that satisfy the linear constraints, and converges to 

a point that satisfies the nonlinear constraints and optimality conditions. Each iterate generates a 

search direction toward what will be the next iterate through a sub problem. The minor iterations 

are used to solve the sub problems. This information can be used to further customize the SNOPT 

options, specifically the major iterations and tolerances, and the minor iterations and tolerances. If 

a user is more concerned with the accuracy of the search direction towards the next iteration, then 

the minor values could be changed. If a user is more concerned with the accuracy to which the 

constraints are satisfied, then the major values could be changed. It is common to set the major 

and minor values equal to each other, but if the user wants to speed up a slow calculation, 

prioritizing one category over another could be beneficial.   

2.2.4 Scaling 

 Another way to improve SNOPT performance is to scale variables and constraints. Scaling 

should be used if the parameters in a SNOPT profile have very different magnitudes. Scaling is 

done internally by dividing the current value by the scaling value, which passes along a unit less 

value through the algorithm. In the Variables tab, the scaling value for every variable and 

constraint can be changed so that all parameters in a SNOPT profile have similar orders of 

magnitude. On example would be to scale an altitude constraint to match an inclination constraint. 

If the desired inclination is zero degrees, and the desired altitude is 10,000 km, then the altitude 

constraint scaling value could be set to 10,000 km in order to match the magnitude of the 

inclination constraint. 

 

 

   

Figure 13: Bounded Constraint Example for Faster Convergence 
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2.2.5 Epoch Control 

 Epoch is commonly used as a control in Astrogator, and there are some helpful tips to know 

if a user wants to use it in a SNOPT profile. The default bound units for epoch are UTCG, however, 

instead of accepting a date as a bound value, SNOPT only recognizes numerical values. This is 

not very intuitive as most people would think to enter a date into the bound field, but then SNOPT 

will request a numerical value. If the user wants to bind the epoch between specific dates, then it 

is recommended to change the units from the UTCG unit, to any of the epoch units: EpSec, EpMin, 

EpHr, EpDay, or EpYr. For all of these units, a numerical value is entered, which represents the 

time ahead of, or behind, the initial value defined by the user. An example would be to define a 

launch window for a spacecraft. If the launch window was to be from March 1st to March 31st, an 

initial value of March 16th would be set, the lower bound would be -15 EpDay, and the upper 

bound would be +15 EpDay. This will restrict SNOPT to search between these dates to find a 

solution. If the user is not bounding the epoch, the units do not have to be changed because SNOPT 

will treat the epoch control as having infinite bounds, in which case the units do not affect the 

outcome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Epoch Control EpDay Unit Example  
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3. SNOPT Lunar Trajectory  

3.1 Mission Outline 

 This SNOPT application scenario is a lunar trajectory. In this mission, a spacecraft was 

launched from Cape Canaveral into Earth orbit, underwent an impulsive maneuver to reach the 

Moon, and then entered lunar orbit. The goal of 

this scenario was to show how SNOPT can be 

used to optimize different variables of a deep 

space mission. This was achieved by creating a 

spacecraft that used the differential corrector 

profile in the target sequences to find a solution. 

This solution was then optimized by creating 

two new spacecraft from the original one, each 

using the SNOPT profile to minimize a specific 

variable. The first spacecraft, 

DifferentialCorrector, uses differential 

corrector profiles while the other two 

spacecraft, SNOPT_DeltaV and SNOPT_Time, 

use SNOPT profiles. In this scenario, the two 

variables minimized were impulsive Delta-V 

and propagation time from Earth to the Moon. 

For all three spacecraft, the trajectory was calculated through two different targeting sequences, 

one to target the Moon, and the other to enter lunar orbit. Between all three spacecraft, the setup 

of the two targeting sequences was mostly the same. All of the commonalities are listed in the next 

two paragraphs, while the differences are explained in the Differential Corrector, SNOPT 

Minimum Delta-V and SNOPT Minimum Time sections.   

The first target sequence (To Moon) began with a default launch segment (Launch) 

followed by a propagate segment (Earth Orbit), an impulsive maneuver (Maneuver1), and a final 

propagate segment (To 

Moon). The launch segment 

default values were not 

changed and the launch 

epoch was set as a control. 

The Earth Orbit propagate 

segment used the Earth 

HPOP propagator and a 

duration stopping condition 

where the trip value was set 

as a control. The impulsive 

maneuver Maneuver1 was 

configured to use thrust vector attitude control with VNC(Earth) thrust axes. The Y and Z axes 

were set to zero, in order to keep the maneuver within the orbital plane, while the X axis was given 

Figure 15: Earth View of Optimized Lunar Mission   

Figure 16: Launch Segment   
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an initial value of 3.2 km/sec and was set as a control. The To Moon propagate segment used the 

CisLunar propagator and a periapsis stopping condition where the central body was set to be the 

Moon. In order for the To Moon target sequence to target the Moon, seven components were added 

to the results of the To Moon 

propagate segment. Delta 

Declination, Delta Right 

Asc, BDotR and BDotT, 

found under the MultiBody 

folder, as well as 

Inclination, in the Keplerian 

Elements folder, Altitude, in 

the Geodetic folder, and 

Duration, in the Time 

folder, were all inserted as 

results. The central/target 

body for all of the results was changed to Moon, and the coordinate system for the Inclination was 

changed to Moon TOD. Targeting the moon was done in three phases by adding three different 

targeting profiles in the To Moon target sequence. The first targeting profile, HitMoon, used all 

three controls and used Delta Declination and Delta Right Asc as constraints. Both of those 

constrains had a desired value of 0 deg. The second targeting profile, BPlane, used all three 

controls and used BDotR and BDotT as constraints. BDotR had a desired value of -8000 km and 

BDotT had a desired value of 4938.96 km. The third targeting profile, Approach, used all three 

controls and used Altitude and Inclination as constraints. Altitude had a desired value of 300 km 

and Inclination had a desired value of 45 deg.  

The second target sequence (Moon Orbit) began with an impulsive maneuver (Maneuver2) 

and ended with a propagate segment (Moon Orbit). The impulsive maneuver Maneuver2 was 

configured to use thrust vector attitude control with VNC(Moon) thrust axes. The three default 

Cartesian thrust values were kept and the X axis was set as a control. The Moon Orbit propagate 

segment used the Moon HPOP propagator and a periapsis stopping condition where the central 

body was set to be the Moon. In order for the Moon Orbit target sequence to target lunar orbit, two 

Figure 17: Maeuver1 Segment   

Figure 18: To Moon Target Sequence   
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components were added to 

the results of the Moon 

Orbit propagate segment. 

Eccentricity, in the 

Keplerian Elements folder, 

and Flight Path Angle, in the 

Spherical Elements folder, 

were both inserted as 

results. The central body for 

Eccentricity was changed to 

be the moon, and the 

coordinate system for Flight 

Path Angle was changed to Moon TOD. Targeting lunar orbit was done in one phase by adding a 

single targeting profile in the Moon Orbit target sequence. The targeting profile, MoonOrbit, used 

the maneuvers X value as the control and used Eccentricity and Flight Path Angle as constraints. 

Eccentricity had a desired value of 0 and Flight Path Angle had a desired value of 0 deg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Maneuver2 Segment   

Figure 20: Moon Orbit Target Sequence   
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3.2 Differential Corrector 

 The first spacecraft created, DifferentialCorrector, used differential corrector targeting 

profiles to find a trajectory from the Earth, to a circular orbit around the Moon. The MCS for this 

spacecraft was identical to the setup shown in the Mission Outline because the goal of the 

differential corrector was to find a possible solution, not necessarily the most optimal solution, so 

no additional results were required. Once the MCS was properly setup, the action for both target 

sequences was set to run active profiles, and the entire MCS was run. This action yielded a light 

blue trajectory, which represented the path that SNOPT would attempt to optimize in the other two 

spacecraft, SNOPT_DeltaV and SNOPT_Time.  

 

3.3 SNOPT Minimum Delta-V 

 The second spacecraft, SNOPT_DeltaV, used SNOPT targeting profiles to find a similar 

trajectory to DifferentialCorrector. The new spacecraft was able to start from the trajectory of the 

first spacecraft because the entire first spacecraft 

was copied and pasted into the object browser. 

The copy of the first spacecraft was then 

transformed into SNOPT_DeltaV. There are 

other ways to accomplish this same goal, such as 

nesting the differential corrector target 

sequences inside a SNOPT target sequence, but 

the copy and paste method was chosen to allow 

for easy visualization of each calculated 

trajectory. The SNOPT_DeltaV trajectory was 

different from the first trajectory only because a 

Delta-V result, from the Maneuver folder, was 

added to the two maneuvers, Maneuver1 and 

Maneuver2. In this scenario, the Delta-V was minimized in the targeters, and in order for the 

targeters to acknowledge the minimum Delta-V results, the differential corrector targeting profiles 

Figure 21: DifferentialCorrector View from Earth   Figure 22: DifferentialCorrector View from Moon 

Figure 23: SNOPT_DeltaV View from Earth   
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in the target sequences had to first be replaced with SNOPT targeting profiles. This process 

involved manually removing the old differential corrector profiles, and adding in new SNOPT 

profiles. Since the SNOPT profiles use a bounding system, which is not in the differential corrector 

profiles, lower and upper bound values had to 

be considered. In order for SNOPT to converge 

as fast as possible, the upper and lower bounds 

were set to the same value, and the tolerance 

values were changed depending on the profile. 

For the first targeting profile, HitMoon, the 

default bounds for the controls were left alone, 

while the lower and upper bounds for Delta 

Declination and Delta Right Asc were both set 

to 0 deg. The major and minor feasibility and 

optimality tolerance values were all changed to 

0.01. For the second targeting profile, BPlane, 

the default bounds for the controls were left 

alone, while the BDotR upper and lower bounds were set to -8000 km, and the BDotT upper and 

lower bounds were set to 4938.96 km. The major and minor feasibility and optimality tolerance 

values were all changed to 0.01. For the third targeting profile, Approach, the default bounds for 

the controls were left alone, while the Altitude upper and lower bounds were set to 300 km, and 

the Inclination upper and lower bounds were set to 45 deg. The major and minor feasibility and 

optimality tolerance values were all changed to 0.01. For the fourth targeting profile, MoonOrbit, 

in the Moon Orbit target sequence, the default bounds for the control were left alone, while the 

lower and upper bounds for Eccentricity and Flight Path Angle were set to 0 and 0 deg respectively. 

The major and minor feasibility and optimality tolerance default values of 0.001 were kept. At this 

point, the SNOPT profiles were fully put into place and the minimum Delta-V results could be 

activated. The first step was to go into each of the four targeting profiles and to use the Delta-V as 

a constraint. Then under the goal section for all four targeting profiles, minimize was selected. At 

this point, the SNOPT_DeltaV spacecraft was properly configured. The action for both target 

sequences was then set to run active profiles, and the entire MCS was run. This action yielded a 

pink trajectory, which represented the path of minimum Delta-V, from both Maneuver1 and 

Maneuver2, for the specified bounds and constraints.   

 

Figure 24: SNOPT_DeltaV View from Moon 

Figure 25: Minimized Delta-V Objective 
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3.4 SNOPT Minimum Time 

 The third spacecraft, SNOPT_Time, used SNOPT targeting profiles to find a similar 

trajectory to DifferentialCorrector and SNOPT_DeltaV. The setup for SNOPT_Time was nearly 

identical to the setup of SNOPT_DeltaV, except 

for the different results for optimization that 

were added. The new spacecraft, SNOPT_Time, 

was able to start from the trajectory of the first 

spacecraft, DifferentialCorrector, because the 

entire first spacecraft was copied and pasted into 

the object browser. The copy of the first 

spacecraft was then transformed into 

SNOPT_Time. The SNOPT_Time trajectory was 

different from the first trajectory only because a 

Duration result, from the Time folder, was added 

to the To Moon propagate segment. In this 

scenario, the Duration was minimized in the 

targeter, To Moon, and in order for the targeter to acknowledge the minimum Duration result, the 

differential corrector targeting profiles in the target sequences had to first be replaced with SNOPT 

targeting profiles. This process involved manually removing the old differential corrector profiles, 

and adding in new SNOPT profiles. Since the SNOPT profiles use a bounding system, which is 

not in the differential corrector profiles, lower and upper bound values had to be considered. In 

order for SNOPT to converge as fast as 

possible, the upper and lower bounds were set 

to the same value, and the tolerance values 

were changed. For the first targeting profile, 

HitMoon, the default bounds for the controls 

were left alone, except for an upper bound of 

3250 m/sec for the maneuver, while the lower 

and upper bounds for Delta Declination and 

Delta Right Asc were both set to 0 deg. The 

major and minor feasibility and optimality 

tolerance values were all changed to 0.01. For 

the second targeting profile, BPlane, the 

default bounds for the controls were left alone, 

except for an upper bound of 3250 m/sec for the maneuver, while the BDotR upper and lower 

bounds were set to -8000 km, and the BDotT upper and lower bounds were set to 4938.96 km. The 

major and minor feasibility and optimality tolerance values were all changed to 0.01. For the third 

targeting profile, Approach, the default bounds for the controls were left alone, except for an upper 

bound of 3250 m/sec for the maneuver, while the Altitude upper and lower bounds were set to 300 

km, and the Inclination upper and lower bounds were set to 45 deg. The major and minor feasibility 

and optimality tolerance values were all changed to 0.01. For the fourth targeting profile, 

MoonOrbit, in the Moon Orbit target sequence, the default bounds for the control were left alone, 

Figure 26: SNOPT_Time View from Earth   

Figure 27: SNOPT_Time View from Moon  
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while the lower and upper bounds for Eccentricity and Flight Path Angle were set to 0 and 0 deg 

respectively. The major and minor feasibility and optimality tolerance default values of 0.001 were 

kept. At this point, the SNOPT profiles were fully put into place and the minimum Duration result 

could be activated. The first step was to go into the first three targeting profiles, HitMoon, BPlane, 

and Approach, and to use the Duration as a constraint. Then under the goal section for those three 

targeting profiles, minimize was selected. At this point, the SNOPT_Time spacecraft was properly 

configured. The action for both target sequences was then set to run active profiles, and the entire 

MCS was run. This action yielded a yellow trajectory, which represented the path of minimum 

Time, from the Earth to the Moon, for the specified bounds and constraints. 

3.5 Results 

 After all three spacecraft trajectories had been created, the results were compared in order 

to determine SNOPT’s impact on the optimization of the selected variables. The first variable that 

was designated to be minimized was the total Delta-V between both maneuvers. A custom 

Maneuver Summary report was generated for each spacecraft, which showed the Delta-V for both 

of the maneuvers that took place during the mission. For the first spacecraft, 

DifferentialCorrrector, the Maneuver1 Delta-V was 3119.12 m/sec and the Maneuver2 Delta-V 

was 819.32 m/sec. This meant the total Delta-V for DifferentialCorrector was 3938.44 m/sec.  

For the second spacecraft, SNOPT_DeltaV, the Maneuver1 Delta-V was 3112.42 m/sec 

and the Maneuver2 Delta-V was 764.81 m/sec. This meant the total Delta-V for SNOPT_DeltaV 

was 3877.23 m/sec.  

Figure 29: DifferentialCorrector Delta-V Results 

Figure 28: Minimized Duration Objective 
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For the third spacecraft, SNOPT_Time, the Maneuver1 Delta-V was 3250 m/sec and the 

Maneuver2 Delta-V was 1335.84 m/sec. This meant the total Delta-V for SNOPT_Time was 

4585.84 m/sec.  

These results aligned with the expectations because SNOPT_DeltaV had the smallest total 

Delta-V. This meant that SNOPT was able to alter the DifferentialCorrector trajectory, within the 

specified bounds, in order to minimize the amount of total Delta-V throughout the mission, saving 

roughly 61 m/sec of Delta-V. In terms of the other two spacecraft, DifferentialCorrector had a 

total Delta-V very close to SNOPT_DeltaV, while SNOPT_Time had a much higher total Delta-V. 

This is explained by the idea that it takes more fuel, and subsequently, more Delta-V, in order for 

a spacecraft to complete a trajectory in a shorter amount of time. Since the goal of SNOPT_Time 

was to minimize the amount of time it took for the spacecraft to reach the Moon from Earth, the 

Delta-V was significantly increased. This is why the upper bounds were all set to 3250 m/sec, as 

SNOPT would have otherwise infinitely increased the Delta-V. 

 The second variable that was selected to be minimized was the trip duration between Earth 

and the moon. An MCS Summary report was generated for each spacecraft, which showed the 

Duration of the To Moon propagate segment. This was found in the Propagate To Moon.To Moon 

section of the report, under the User-Selected Results at the bottom of the first Satellite State at 

End of Segment section. For the first spacecraft, DifferentialCorrector, the Duration value was 

321,543.06 seconds, or 89.32 hours.  

 

 

Figure 30: SNOPT_DeltaV Delta-V Results 

Figure 31: SNOPT_Time Delta-V Results 
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For the second spacecraft, SNOPT_DeltaV, the Duration value was 430,438.82 seconds, or 

119.57 hours.  

For the third spacecraft, SNOPT_Time, the Duration value was 167,092.12 seconds, or 

46.41 hours.  

These results aligned with the expectations because SNOPT_Time had the smallest 

Duration value. This meant that SNOPT was able to alter the DifferentialCorrector trajectory, 

within the specified bounds, in order to minimize the amount of time it took to reach the Moon 

from Earth, decreasing the time by almost 43 hours. In terms of the other two spacecraft, 

DifferentialCorrector and SNOPT_DeltaV both had much larger duration values, with the 

SNOPT_DeltaV duration being the largest of all three spacecraft. This is explained by the idea that 

a smaller Delta-V will need a longer amount of time than a higher Delta-V to accomplish the same 

task. Since the goal of SNOPT_DeltaV was to minimize the total Delta-V in the mission, the 

Duration was significantly increased.   

 

Figure 32: DifferentialCorrector Duration Results 

Figure 33: SNOPT_DeltaV Duration Results 

Figure 34: SNOPT_Time Delta-V Results 
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3.6 Future Research 

 There are two major areas of research that would be important to study in the future. One 

of these is to try and run this lunar trajectory with different propagators such as point mass, J2, and 

J4. It would be beneficial to gather data on how the SNOPT profile runs under different 

propagators, and to see how the results were different from the HPOP propagation that was initially 

used. The table below represents data that would be collected.  

 Another research opportunity would be to run this lunar trajectory and target different 

constraints. For example, the result for the Moon Orbit propagation could be changed from 

eccentricity to mean eccentricity, and then to signed eccentricity in order to see how targeting 

different constraints will affect the results. This type of research, along with testing different 

propagators, would be extremely beneficial because it would provide Astogator users with more 

data on which constraints work better under specific conditions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Propagator DifferentialCorrector SNOPT_DeltaV SNOPT_Time DifferentialCorrector SNOPT_DeltaV SNOPT_Time

HPOP 3938.44 3877.22 4585.84 321543.06 430438.82 167092.12

Point Mass

J2

J4

Total Delta-V (m/sec) Duration (sec)

Table 1: Delta-V and Duration Results across Multiple Propagators 

Figure 35: Moon View of Optimized Lunar Mission   
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4. Conclusion 

The SNOPT profile in Astrogator is a tool designed to optimize local solutions. It allows 

for users to minimize, maximize, and bound objectives in order to optimize their mission. Users 

of SNOPT can adjust their mission to save fuel, time, and many other aspects, which will 

ultimately minimize mission costs as well. There are many pieces of advice that should be taken 

into consideration when using a SNOPT profile. A Differential Corrector profile should be run 

first in order to provide SNOPT with initial values that are proven to be a solution. This is what 

SNOPT is built to do, and this practice will lead to better performance. SNOPT was also built to 

handle as many constraints as possible, so the more constraints that are introduced into the 

problem, the easier it will be for SNOPT to optimize a solution. Furthermore, if the lower and 

upper bounds for constraints are set to be equal to each other, SNOPT will target that single value 

instead of a range of values. This can be taken a step further by changing the iteration and tolerance 

values, for both minor and major categories, if a user wants to put an emphasis towards 

performance or accuracy. The ability to customize SNOPT even further is available in the form of 

the SNOPT option specifications file. This file has a plethora of options that can be changed, and 

a very useful case involves the customization of the SNOPT log for much easier interpretation. 

SNOPT will continued to be studied, tested, and documented, as it is a very powerful tool. 

Optimization is a key aspect of any mission, and SNOPT is a recognized solution. 
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